We investigate the dynamics of a single phonon (oscillator) mode linearly coupled to an electronic few-level system in contact with external particle reservoirs (leads). A stationary electronic current through the system generates non-trivial dynamical behaviour of the oscillator. Using FeynmanVernon influence functional theory, we derive a Langevin equation for the oscillator trajectory that is non-perturbative in the system-leads coupling and from which we extract effective oscillator potentials and friction coefficients. For the two simplest cases of a single and two coupled electronic levels, we discuss various regimes of the oscillator dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS) are testbeds for the observation of fundamental quantum behaviour of objects which are huge on the scale of individual atoms. For example, recent experiments 1 have allowed a detailed study and control of single phonons by cooling a macroscopic resonator mode close to its ground state and coupling it to single electronic degrees of freedom.
One fascinating aspect of NEMS is their conceptual simplicity that nevertheless can give rise to highly complex physics, and the links that can be established to other fields such as molecular electronics or optomechanics 2, 3 . One of the challenges are the details of the oscillator-electron coupling, i.e. in the language of measurement theory to understand, utilize 4 and control 5, 6 the 'back-action' effects of the detector (e.g., superconducting single-electron transistors 7, 8 ) onto the oscillator.
In many cases, even if no further approximations in simple theoretical models are made, the coupling to external electronic reservoirs that link the detector to the outer world is treated perturbatively, i.e., in the framework of (quantum) Master equations. This has turned out to be a highly successful approach, in particular to describe such various systems as NEMS coupled to single electron transistors (SETS) [9] [10] [11] , FranckCondon blockades 12 in transport through molecules with strong electron-phonon coupling, or quantum shuttles [13] [14] [15] [16] . From the theory of electronic transport through nanostructures 17 , however, it is known that such approximations usually are reliable only in the limit of high external voltage bias, where non-Markovian effects 18 due to quantum coherences between the external reservoirs and the electronic system (SET, quantum dot etc.) can be neglected. It is therefore desirable to develop tools that allow a description of NEMS beyond the Master equation regime (weak electron-leads coupling) and at the same time are not merely perturbative in the coupling of the oscillator to the electronic environment 19 . In the past, the coupling of electrons to a single bosonic mode has been solved exactly for the case where only one single electron is present 20, 21 , i.e. in an empty band approximation. The inclusion of Fermi sea reservoirs at different chemical potential transforms this into a difficult many-body problem out of equilibrium, and approximations are necessary 19, [22] [23] [24] .
Our approach in this paper is to combine exact solutions of the electronic system with a semi-classical expansion, together with an adiabatic approximation for the oscillator dynamics within the Feynman-Vernon influence functional (double path integral) theory 25 . We revise this method, which has first been used for simple NEMS models by Mozyrsky and co-workers 26 , and extend it to allow for the description of a relatively large class of non-equilibrium electronic environments. The key idea is a systematic expansion around the classical path in order to obtain a Langevin equation for the oscillator. Already at the simplest level of this approximation (neglecting quadratic fluctuations around the diagonal path in the reduced density matrix of the oscillator), the coupling to the electronic non-equilibrium environment gives rise to non-trivial effects such as effective oscillator potentials and non-linear friction coefficients leading to both positive and negative damping 27 . Gaussian fluctuations around the classical path are built into the theoretical description, but they have to be evaluated by numerical solutions of the underlying Langevin equations which is not done in this paper.
We compare two non-interacting electronic 'quantum dot' models with one and two levels between source and drain reservoirs: a single dot, and two dots in series. The oscillator couples linearly to the dot occupation (single dot) or to the occupation difference (double dot). One particular feature of the double dot case (where quantum superpositions of the electrons become important) is the occurence of limit cycles in phase space caused by a negative damping.
The paper is organized as follows: after introducing the path integral formalism with a generic model in Sec. II, we present the single dot case in Sec. III and the double dot case in Sec. IV. Detailed derivations of the important formulae can be found in the appendices.
II. GENERIC MODEL
A large class of NEMS can be described as a composition of an electronic system H e , a mechanical system H osc and a linear coupling between the two. Thus we set up a generic Hamiltonian H gen by
Here, H osc describes a single oscillator withp (momentum) andq (position) operators. The oscillator mode is confined in a potential V osc (q),F denotes an electronic force operator, and m labels the oscillator mass. Whithin this paper the reduced Planck constant is set to one ( = 1). Our generic model does not include an additional oscillator damping mechanism . In the usual Master equation treatment of NEMS, Lindblad-form damping due to external degrees of freedoms is included phenomenologically. In the path integral formalism used here, such degrees of freedom can be easily included at least for linear or weak coupling to the oscillator. In order to elucidate the effect of the electronic environment that we treat in all orders in the coupling to external electronic reservoirs (contained in H e ), we choose not to include additional damping terms in our model here.
A. Stochastic equation of motion
We describe the oscillator dynamics by the reduced density matrix of the oscillator in position representation ρ osc (q, q ′ , t) = q|ρ osc (t)|q ′ , for which we derive a semiclassical equation of motion for the oscillator position by using Feynman-Vernon influence functional theory similar to Mozyrsky and co-workers 24 . Assuming that the total density matrix χ(t) factorises at the initial time t 0 into a system and a bath part χ(t 0 ) = ρ osc (t 0 ) ⊗ ρ B , the propagation of the reduced oscillator density q|ρ osc (t)|q ′ at time t is given by a double path integral 28, 29 , cf. appendix A. A transformation to center-of-mass and relative coordinates
has the notion to detach the classical trajectory x t from the quantum mechanical deviations. Within a BornOppenheimer approximation, change of variables allows us to study a slow oscillator by an adiabatic approximation of the classical trajectory
cf. appendix A. In this approach, the typical timescale of the oscillator movement is slow compared to the electronic transition rates. In the subsequent, when having introduced the angular oscillator frequency by ω 0 and electron transition rates by Γ L , Γ R we have to satisfy the condition ω 0 ≪ Γ L , Γ R .
In the next step, we derive a stochastic equation of motion for the classical trajectory, taking into account the propagation of the initial reduced density matrix, cf. appendix A. The key step here is a cluster expansion to quadratic order in the off-diagonal path y t that describes the Gaussian fluctuations around the classical oscillator trajectory, where the fluctuations are determined by the properties of the non-equilibrum environment. To achieve a self-consistent equation of motion, we then reinsert the full time-dependence of the fixed classical trajectory in accordance with the adiabatic approximation and end up with the Langevin equation
Here the interaction picture of the electronic operator is given byF
, and ξ t is a stochastic force with zero mean and the correlation function
The fluctuation of the electronic operator is defined by
In the following we choose t 0 = −∞ as initial time. For the specific cases of single and double dots, we checked that the upper integration boundary can be extended to infinity.
III. ANDERSON-HOLSTEIN MODEL (AHM)
The AHM combines a single bosonic mode with a simple electronic transport system. We describe the bosonic part in first quantisation as
with the bosonic position and momentum operatorsx andp, the phonon frequency ω 0 and the phonon mass m. electrons with momentum k and energy ε ka in a free electron gas in the left (α = L) or right (α = R) lead. Electronic transitions are possible with amplitude V ka between the dot and a state in the lead. Between the two subsystems there is a simple linear coupling with coupling constant λ, such that the total Hamiltonian reads
For convenience we introduce the dimensionless coupling constant:
Here, we regard spinless electrons. Note that the generalization to a model including both spin directions requires an onsite interaction term like Un ↑n↓ . In the following, we only consider non-interacting electrons. A physical realization of the model discussed here would correspond to either spin polarized electrons or a coupling to the oscillator that effects only electrons of one certain spin direction.
A. Langevin equation
When applying our generic form (1) to the AHM, we obtain the Langevin equation with the effective force F eff and the friction A[x]:
The effective force has two contributions; a term proportional to the elongation (Hooke's law) and the electron force which is proportional to the dot occupation; which only contributes if the dot is occupied. The friction term
results from stochastic electron jumps between the leads and the dot. For finite bias voltage, figure 1 shows the positions of the dot energy level and the points of instable balance, which result from the balance of both forces. The effective force and therewith the oscillator potential are determined by the dot occupation n(t), whereas the friction and the stochastic force correlation ξ t ξ t ′ = λ 2 2 Re δñ(t)δñ(t ′ ) depend on the imaginary/real part of the dot correlation function. The dot correlation function in terms of the lesser and greater Green's function (which are derived in appendix B) reads
B. Effective potential
The occupation of the dot is calculated in an adiabatic approach with the help of the lesser Green's function G < (ω), cf. appendix B, where we assume constant tunneling rates Γ α . For finite temperatures, the dot occupation reads
whereby β stands for the inverse temperature, ε x is a short notation for ε d − λx, µ α denotes the chemical potetials and Γ ≡ Γ L + Γ R . Ψ designates the Digamma function. By integration we obtain the effective potential
with Γ(·) denoting the Gamma function. In the absence of friction the dynamics of the oscillator is determined by the effective potential U eff (x). The high temperature case is of minor interest, because the temperature washes out the structures of U eff (x).
In Fig. 2 we present features of the effective potential U eff (x) at zero temperature. U eff (x) has minima when the effective force F eff (x) is zero. This is the case when the oscillator force and the electron force are in balance. We plot the two contributions to the effective force: the force F Hooke is proportional to the displacement x , the contribution F e results from the dot occupation (scaled with g) and has two steps at
In the upper part of Fig. 2 we easily recognize that for large bias voltage there will be only one minimum at x/l 0 = gΓ L /Γ. By changing the bias voltage or the coupling strength, we can reach situations where two minima at x/l 0 = 0 and at x/l 0 = g are added, like in the middle part of Fig. 2 and also situations, where only the two minima at the side remain and the one in the middle vanishes, like in the bottom part of the 2 (this agrees with Mozyrsky et al. 24 ). Increasing bias voltage shifts the steps in F e apart, whereas increasing the coupling constant minimises the distance. The positions of the minima/steps are exact in the zero rate limit (Γ L → 0, Γ R → 0) where the averaged occupation is step-like. For finite rates, the steps smoothes out.
The form of the oscillator potential already hints towards the phase space spanned by position x and momentum m ẋ . In the absence of friction, the minima of the potential correspond to the fixed points of the oscillator motion.
C. Phase space portrait
The classical trajectory x t is obtained by neglecting fluctuations due to the stochastic force ξ t in (11); therefore the equation of motion reads
In Fig. 3 we show the effective potential and the friction, as well as the solutions of the classical equation of motion in phase space without and with friction. The rows correspond to three different voltages leading to the three typical cases with one, three and two minima of the potential (the latter case is investigated in 24 ). The initial conditions are chosen for each phase diagram separately in order to make the characteristic shapes visible. The phase diagrams without friction follow directly from the shape of the effective potential. The trajectories including the friction follow the ones without friction for a while until a position with a peak in the friction is reached that produces a kink-like damping feature. The friction causing the kinks is maximal, when the shifted energy level ε x is in resonance with the chemical potentials µ L,R = ±V Bias /2 ( Fig. 1) , because at these points the average occupation switches and the electronic fluctuations and therewith the friction itself is very large.
Between its peaks the damping does not completely vanish at finite bias, so all phase space trajectories end up in spirals and reach stable fixed points after infinite time (we have terminated all phase trajectories after the same time). The position of the peaks (instable fixed points) separates the stable fixed points. In the two minima case (V Bias /ω 0 = 0.0 in Fig. 3 ) the left fixed point corresponds to the zero occupied electronic level in Fig. 1 and the right fixed point to the fully occupied level. For increasing bias voltage, the friction splits and we obtain a third fixed point in between, corresponding to the average occupied state. For sufficiently high bias voltage (large transport window) only the average occupied state survives.
Apart from the stable fixed points we also observe saddle points that repell the trajectories near the kinks where the damping is large. They result from the kinks in the dot occupation (Fig. 2, right) and correspond to the dotted lines in Fig. 1 and the bright V-structure in Fig. 2 , left. At large bias the saddle points move out of the range of allowed positions, the same happens to the peaks in the friction. At infinite bias the effective potential becomes a simple parabola and the friction vanishes completely (this can be checked analytically). 
IV. DOUBLE QUANTUM DOT SYSTEM (DQD)
The DQD that we treat in this section consits of two single dot levels coupled by a tunnel barrier. Again we assume a coupling to a single bosonic mode. The total Hamiltonian is composed of the oscillator part H osc , cf. eq. (8), the electronic part H e and an interaction part which describes the coupling between the oscillator and the two dots. In contrast to the AHM, here the oscillator couples to the difference of the occupation numbers with the coupling strength λ. The total Hamiltonian therefore reads
containing the electronic part
In this model,d † α /d α denotes the creation/annihilation operator of the αth (α ∈ {L, R}) dot. ν α designates the corresponding level energy and T c describes the tunnel coupling matrix element between the two dots. Note that we include no Coulomb interaction terms here.
The stationary average of the population difference σ z corresponds to the electronic force operatorF of the generic model, eq. (1). The occupation of the αth dot
can be calculated by using Keldysh's equation ( left/right dot follows from
with the abbreviationsν L,R = ν L,R ∓ λx and
whereas we assumed ν R = − ν L . Calculating the integrals leads to
They are expressed in terms of the auxiliary functions I j defined in appendix D.
A. Langevin equation
When applying the generic model, cf. eq. (5), to the DQD Hamiltonian H DQD , we obtain the Langevin equation
with the effective force F eff and the friction A[x](t). In contrast to the AHM, the effective force is affected by the population difference and not only by the occupation number. Explicitly,
In appendix C 2 we derive the explicit expression for the friction. In the case of infinite bias (IB) and ν R = − ν L we obtain
In contrast to the AHM the friction does not disappear for infinite bias. The second difference that we can recognise by regarding the prefactor ν L is that we obtain regions where the friction is negative. The latter also holds for the finite bias case. The real part of the correlation function according to
the correlation function of the stochastic force
B. Fixed point analysis
The effective potential determines the behavior of the oscillator trajectories in the phase space ( p -x -plane), as seen in section III B for the Anderson Holstein model. In the following we examine the differential equation of the system by studying its fixed points 30, 31 . Some further theoretical details of this kind of investigation are explained in appendix C 3.
For the double dot we obtain the dynamical system
t) .(30)
Fixed points occur under the condition ṗ t = ẋ t = 0, i.e. p t = 0 and following from that, the fixed points position coordinates are equal to the roots of the effective force
The Jacobian matrix is obtained from
evaluated at the fixed point x * , whereby p * = 0. Determinant ∆ and trace τ become
(31) The trace decides about the stability of a fixed point and is equal to the negative friction here. For the case without friction the trace is equal to zero, therefore only centers occur in the phase plane. In the case with friction the trace can be either positive or negative leading to both, stable and unstable fixed points. For comparison see Figure 4 , where row A depicts the results of a fixed point analysis.
The effective force F eff is plotted in the upper part of each plot in row A together with trace and determinant. Therewith the characteristics of the fixed points are determined and it is possible to predict the shape of the phase space portrait. In the lower parts of the plots in row A these predictions are illustrated, fixed points are marked by black lines. For small tunnel coupling T c (diagram A1) we obtain seven fixed points. These can be characterised as three stable and one unstable spirals, each seperated by one of the three saddle points. Stable spirals correspond to the different rest positions for the oscillator and the saddle points to the points of instable balance. Increasing the tunnel coupling leads to five fixed points. In graph A2 we obtain a stable spiral in the middle enclosed by two saddle points and followed by a stable spiral on each side. In the diagrams A3 and A4 the mean point changes to an unstable spiral. With further increased tunnel coupling (A3) there remain only three fixed points and for even higher values of T c (A4) the number of zeros in the effective force reduces to one. For the oscillator the latter means that it is shifted to a new rest position independent from its inital position.
C. Phase space portraits
In Figure 4 the rows B and C depict phase space portraits for the double dot system without and with friction. The four columns correspond to four different values of the tunnel coupling T c . As initial condition, the momentum was set to zero and the positions were chosen in order to show the various shapes of the trajectories. In the case without friction we recognize periodic cycles which are stable and run around one or more fixed points. These centers were also expected from the analysis in section IV B. The fixed points correspond to certain states of the double dot system. If the left dot is occupied the rest position of the oscillator is shifted to the right and correspondingly to the left for an occupied right dot. These points turn to stable spirals when the friction is turned on. The states when both dots are occupied or empty correspond to the fixed point in the middle.
The lowermost row shows what happens when we include the friction in our calculations. In contrast to the single dot system, here the friction has positive as well as negative values depending on the position of the oscillator. This means that the oscillator is either decelerated or accelerated. Both can be interpreted as inelastic jumps of the electrons, where energy is transfered between the electrons and the oscillator in both directions like it has been observed in 9 . There, the authors consider a resonator coupled to a superconducting single electron transistor (SSET). As a result of the interplay of positive and negative damping in a certain parameter range they observed limit cycles and bistability in the phase plane, in our work we obtain a likewise behaviour for the oscillator. In contrast to our semiclassical approximation they investigate the Wigner function of the system with numerical master equations. They compare these results to a mean field evaluation of the expectation value of the oscillator position 31 . For weak coupling the mean field approach gives quantitatively correct results, and for higher coupling it still describes the dynamics qualitatively correct. These results suggest that our use of average oscillator positions and momenta is qualitatively correct for a description of the oscillator instabilities.
Consider again row C in Figure 4 , where the results for the dynamics of the oscillator with friction are plotted. The outer left and right stable spiral do not change by increasing the tunnel coupling T c . By contrast the oscillator's behaviour between these stable rest positions changes a lot. In graph C1 we observe a stable and an unstable spiral, like we expect from the fixed point analysis. In the neighbourhood of the unstable fixed point the friction is negative, so the oscillator trajectory is repelled and ends up in the right stable spiral. In diagram C2 we recognize that the latter path becomes stable. The limit cycle appears when the unstable spiral has disappeared and exists as long as the tunneling coupling is in the range of 0.42 ≤ |T c | 2 /ω 2 0 ≤ 0.5. There we observe a bistability: as the initial position gets closer to the fixed point the limit cycle turns into a stable spiral. By further increasing T c , the middle spiral becomes unstable and a second limit cycle appears (C3). This limit cycle with a smaller radius exists in the range of 0.49 ≤ |T c | 2 /ω 2 0 ≤ 0.54. For |T c |/ω 2 0 ≃ 0.49 the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation 32 , which happens when a pair of complex eigenvalues from the dynamical system, which determine the evolution in the phase plane, see section C 3, cross the imaginary axis from the left to the right half-plane. In other words, the trace τ changes its sign and at the bifurcation point the eigenvalues are purely imaginary λ 1,2 = ∓i2 √ ∆, see equation (C16). In the last graph of row C both limit cycles have disappeared and the oscillators path ends up in the left or right stable point.
In our calculations we choose Γ = 3ω 0 , standing in some contrast to our adiabatic approach, which implies a slow oscillator (Γ ≫ ω 0 ). If Γ ∼ ω 0 the interaction between the current and the oscillator is strongest 10 , because both act on the same timescale. Interesting effects still appear with a slightly enlarged Γ like in our plots, but for Γ ≫ ω 0 there remains only one stable spiral. This means, that the oscillator rest position is shifted from its ground position caused by the stochastic processes initiated by the current. We presume that our approach is useful also for a comparative fast oscillator and we will accomplish further investigations with a non-adiabatic approximation to reconsider our results.
V. SUMMARY
We have derived a stochastic equation of motion that describes the dynamics of a single oscillator coupled to an electronic environment out of equilibrium. We studied two cases, namely the single dot level and double dot (two-level) electronic system. For both cases we have explained the features of effective potential and friction for the ensemble averaged oscillator motion. The effects we recognize fit well together with former works. In the DQD model limit cycles and bistabilities appear.
Until now the master equation has been used for most investigations of the oscillator behaviour in NEMS. We have used a method that gives us access to regions where the master equation has problems: we naturally include finite bias, and arbitrary electron coupling to external reservoirs.
We had to stay in a regime with a relatively fast oscillator in order not to miss the interesting physical effects. The validity of our method in this regime could still be improved with a non-adiabatic calculation.
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Hereby
denotes the classical action in the path integral for eq. (A1) and the Feynman-Vernon influence functional is defined by
The time-evolution operators are defined bŷ
corresponding to the reservoirs H res [q](t) = H e −F q t . In the next step we establish an effective interaction picture byŨ
Hereby the reservoir is decomposed in an unperturbed part H 0 = H e −F x 0 and the perturbation
, where we wrote x t ≈ x 0 + tẋ 0 using the adiabatic approximation (4).
By using eq. (A4), the influence functional can be expanded to second order in perturbation theory. Denoting
When plugging in the definition of the perturbation (interaction picture) and taking into account that the force operatorF is hermitian, we obtain
Performing a cluster expansion 33 , the influence functional can be expressed in terms of the influence phase
whereby δF (t) =F (t) − F (t) denotes the fluctuation around F (t) . This equation can be easily verified by expanding the exponential exp[−Φ[x, y](t 0 , t)] to second order in perturbation theory and comparing with eq. (A6). Together with the classical action, we define an effective action functional by
whereby the reduced density matrix expressed in terms of the new variables, eq. (3), reads
In a semiclassical approach we assume small deviations of the off-diagonal trajectories y from the diagonal ones. Thus the potential difference leads in second order in y to
This approximation is exact for quadratic potentials, as we treat in this paper. Furthermore, with the boundary conditions y(t 0 ) = y(t) = 0 and integration by parts the effective action functional is quadratic in y,
Completing the square of the integral kernel 29 D * y exp{iA[x, y]}, the resulting path integral describes a stochastic process with Langevin equation
with ξ t a Gaussian stochastic force. To obtain a selfconsistent equation of motion, we finally replace x 0 by x t . This substitution concerns also the unperturbed Hamiltonian which leads to H 0 → H e −F x t . The Langevin equation then reads
The term quadratic in y in eq. (A11) determines the correlation function of the stochastic force,
Appendix B: Green's functions of the single dot
The single dot lesser Green's function without coupling in energy space is
Here we have used the adiabatic approximation for the center of mass coordinate, thus the coupling to the oscillator simply shifts the level ε d by λ x , so we have to replace ε d by the shifted energy ε x = ε d − λ x . The greater Green's function is correspondingly 
. In the zero-temperature limit we have to replace f α (ω) = Θ(µ α − ω). Then for t = 0 an integration leads to
where the first exponential integral is defined by
For the case t = 0 the lesser Greens function reads
For finite temperature one has to regard Fermi functions instead of the Heaviside theta function. By virtue of the residue theorem one finds
with the digamma function Ψ.
Appendix C: Characteristics and calculations for the double dot
Green's function of the DQD
The Green's functions in the frequency domain according to the Hamiltonian in equation (19) is derived via the equation of motion method. There the Green's function G is defined as resolvent of the Hamiltonian H 0 via
Denoting the bath states with |φ λ = |λ the previous equation yields
Taking the matrix elements and inserting the Hamiltonian leads to a set of equations, from whom the Green's functions are derived. Here, the electron-phonon coupling is described adiabatically, so the interaction part H SB came in by shifting the dot level energies
Finally the dot Green's function is given through
with the elements
Hereby we introduced the self energy Σ α , (α ∈ R, L) corresponding to the left or the right dot with
g kα,kα is the undisturbed Green's function for the leads. We derive the associated retarded and the advanced Green's function by using the continuation rules
The derivation of the lesser/greater Green's function is taking usage of the Keldysh equation:
whereas we assume both dots initially unoccupied. The lesser/greater self energy follows from
Calculation of the friction for the DQD
The friction is determined by the imaginary part of the correlation function of the double dot. From equation (27) , we start with expressing the correlation function through Green's functions and use their Fourier transforms:
In the last step a term was identified as the derivative of Dirac's delta, this result agrees with the solution in the work by Mozyrsky et al. 24 . The lesser/greater Green's function Keldysh equation follow from the Keldysh equation (C5) and we consider the tunneling rates to be frequency independent, therefore the self energies are (T = 0):
Because of the lengthy calculation, we just outline the calculation for the LL-term T LL . The other terms (T RL , T LR and T RR ) can be derived in a similar way. Here, the product of retarded and advanced Green's functions equates the squared modulus of G α,β , so we can write
For simplicity in the following we omit the superscript of the retarded Greens function and abbreviate the moduli by
We obtain for the first term of the friction
Some parts of the integration terms can directly be evaluated with the help of the delta and Heavyside functions. By choosing the condition µ L > µ R , we get rid of a case distinction, which would be necessary for two product terms which included a delta-function. After performing also an integration by parts, we arrive at
In the following the Green's functions, derived in section C 1, were inserted, whereas we assume equal tunneling rates for the left and the right side, Γ L = Γ R = 1 2 Γ. Then a number of integrations by parts is performed to dispose of the derivation in the integral term. So we obtain a closed expression, whereas N (ω) abbreviates the denominator of the Green's function
In an analogue way the other terms in (C7) can be derived, and finally the solution for the friction is 
and the integral in equation (C13) is given trough I 4 (A, B) in section D.
Fixed point analysis for the double dot
The fixed points of a nonlinear two dimensional system can be investigated with standard methods for linear dynamical system 32 . The general solution for a two dimensional linear systeṁ x = A x is x(t) = c 1 e λ1t v 1 + c 2 e λ2t v 2
and so determined by the eigenvalues λ 1,2 of the matrix A. The constants c 1,2 depend on the initial conditions and v 1,2 are eigenvectors. The eigenvalues can be obtained from
thereby τ corresponds to the trace and ∆ to the determinant of A. These two qualities determine the evolution of the trajectories in the phase plane. For a fixed point x * the conditionẋ = 0 must be fulfilled. Various classes of fixed points exist, whereas the determinant ∆ decides which kind of point appears. In case of saddle points the determinant is negative and it is positive for spirals or nodes. The difference between a spiral and a node is that for the second one the eigenvalues have no imaginary part. The trace τ defines the stability of nodes and spirals, this is caused by the fact that τ determines the sign of the eigenvalue's real part, for instance with negative real part decaying oscillations occur and the fixed point is stable, see equation (C15). There also exist some borderline cases, whereas the centers are the most significant ones, they occur when the trace is equal to zero. This analysis can be assigned to a two dimensional nonlinear systemẋ = f (x). By assuming a small disturbance u = x−x * from a fixed point, we can invest if this disturbance grows or decays by performing a Taylor expansioṅ 
The first term is zero and higher terms (h.t.) can be neglected because the disturbance is small. So we get a linearised systemu = J * u, containing the Jacobi matrix J * evaluated at the fixed point coordinates. The above explained analysis can be performed for this system. This is valid as long no borderline cases occur, then the higher terms may be more important.
